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Chapter 1. Introduction
Today we see more and more the importance of knowledge management. Just like we do not
know how a number of things were done in the past centuries, we also often lose information
from more recent times. In science, when researchers make some significant discoveries,
they keep their own records of it. However, if those records are not properly documented and
archived, they will disappear when the scientists who made those discoveries are gone. As a
result, today's scientists have to try to recreate what was done many years ago. Brown and
Duguid, discussing the importance of managing knowledge, argue that, "if NASAwanted to
go to the moon again, it would have to start from scratch, having lost not the data, but the
human expertise that took it there last time" (2000, 122).
Proper archiving of knowledge is important not only in science. Davenport and
Prusak talk about an example of "corporate amnesia" that happened at Ford. New car
developers wanted to "replicate the success of the originalTaurus design team" (1998, x).
However, no records were found about that work, and nobody remembered about it either.
Ford did not store the workers' knowledge, and the knowledgedisappeared when workers
left. Davenportand Prusak alsomention a similarexperience that occurred at International
Harvester. Russian officials asked the companyto build a new truck factory after the
companybuilt a factory in Russia twentyyears earlier. However, nothingwas kept about that
project, and all people who were involved in this project were gone. "Having made costly
errors by disregarding the importance of knowledge, many firms are now struggling to gaina
better understanding ofwhat they know,what they need to know, and what to do about it"
(1998, X).
Davenport and Prusak emphasize that "you really understand the value of something
once it is gone" (1998, x). Experienced people who were asked to leave during downsizing
periods were asked to come back because they took with them valuable knowledge, without
which the companies Could not function successfully.
An example of Edison's careful note taking about his inventions shows how
preserving knowledge is important for future generations. The late nineteenth century was a
time of significant technological inventions and development in various areas of industry.
During that time, many actions were carried out on paper, and a great amount of information
was passed through the exchange of letters. Edison used letters as a means of
communications extensively, and thanks to that we are able to see the kind of interactions
that existed at the time. A great number of his projects were done collaboratively, so
communication was crucial for success. Possibly, his inventions were facilitated byproperly
documented communication. Some communication was lost because it was not documented,
leavingquestions about the ideasbeing exchanged, but "for themost part the documentary
record provides a deep picture of the'communicative interactions through which Edison and
his colleagues gave electrification meaning and value" (Bazerman 1999, 4).
Without doubt, there are a large numberof situations where organizations suffer
because of lackof successful knowledge management. So much valuable information gets
lost becauseorganizationsdo not preserve their knowledge. Organizations, both small
companies and large corporations, are trying to address the issue of preserving information
they accumulate. Everyorganization today generates a large amount of paper andelectronic
documents, a large portion ofwhich holds the knowledge of those organizations. Proper
management of thatknowledge and itsarchiving are very important for organizations.
Technical Communicators' Role in Knowledge Management
Since in most organizations information goes through technical communicators, it is partly
our job to make sure that we manage that information properly. It is important to preserve
knowledge in an organization, so the most important task in knowledge management is to
preserve information produced by people and to preserve it in such a way that it can be
retrievedyears later, whichmeans at least storing it in a logical place,witha logical name,
and using a reliable storage means.
As professionals who handle most of an organization's documentation, technical
communicators should be able to see what kind of document management is necessaryfor
their organization and to understand and communicate what it takes to implement .any
documentmanagementsystem to preserve knowledge. Lookingat the pathsof a numberof
companies, it can be seen that communications/publications departments are the ones who
end up managing the document flow and storage systems. In most cases and situations, we
are the obvious choice for implementing the system. However, before we canhelp implement
any such document management system, we should first understand the difficulties
associatedwith bringing a new system into any organization. We shouldalso be able to
explain to thecompany's employees and administration thereasons for proper document
management and the issues involved in introducing a new system.
Unfortunately, the issue ofdocument orknowledge management is not widely
discussed in the technical communication literature. After exploring professional journals in
theareaof technical communication, such as the Journal ofBusiness andTechnical
Communication, Technical Communication Quarterly, and Technical Communication, I
found few articles addressing document management inithe time period from 1999 to 2005.
The issue of document management is addressed in a number of books published in recent
years, but there is little available in the professional literature that most technical
communicators read.
The only journal with articles discussing this issue was Technical Communication,
whichpublished three articles during this period that focused primarilyon knowledge
management, with document management as secondary issue. Wick talks about documents
as the primary vehicles for the organizations' knowledge. Organizations develop knowledge
into codified form, a "document."
Documents ... are the vehicles for codifiedknowledge because they allow
many people to search for and access codified knowledge without contacting
the person who developed it.... This very process adds value to that
knowledge because, if done well, it makes it easier for other people in the
organization to understand and apply that knowledge. (2000, 47:516)
Hughes in his discussion about knowledge creation argues that technical communicators
should become creators of knowledge (2002, 49:284). He says that technical communicators
should help their organizations define and communicate technical knowledge. However, he
does notaddress the issue of how they should manage thedocuments containing that
knowledge.
Applen briefly discusses how technical communicators should manage knowledge.
He says, "technical communicators can expand their territory into the realm ofknowledge
management by learning how tomodel knowledge using XML. XML offers them a way to
provide notjust data, butdata with context, thus supporting knowledge management because
data with.context isknowledge" (2002,49:307). Applen emphasizes that XML helps
professionals connect with each other's databases and search within different databases for
specific information. Document type definitions (DTDs) should be designed to specify the
elements for databases. DTDs contain metadata—data describing data. Metadata are very
important for document management since they facilitate searching for documents in the
database.
As we can see, the issues that are mostly addressed by these authors are only
knowledge and knowledge management. Document management issues are not directly
addressed.
In this paper, I will show why document management is important to modem
organizations struggling with the huge volume of information caused by the digital
revolution. I will explain how proper document management helps preserve an organization's
knowledge. I begin by looking in detail at knowledge and knowledge management, showing
how it is connected with document management and why document management is
important for organizations. Document management evolved over the last several decades,
and, therefore, it is useful to know about the history of document management in order to
successfully implement a system in any organization. Documentmanagement today faces a
numberof issues that prevent successful implementation of documentmanagement systems.
I address this point in the sectionfollowing the overview of the history of document
management. An abundance of software on the market (one of the issues that document
management faces) oftenmakes it difficult for organizations to choose the product that is
right for them. I review several products available today and summarize themain
characteristics of each of them. As many other organizations, the Center forTransportation
Research and Education (CTRE), where I am employed, is also interested in finding better
ways to manage documentation. I try to summarize my findings on document management in
general and to discuss the possible ways to address document management issues at CTRE.
Chapter 2. Knowledge Management or Document
Management
Knowledge Management
There are a number of definitions of knowledge management. In general, knowledge
management is defined as a process of collecting, organizing, classifying, and disseminating
information throughout an organization. The emergence of the term "knowledge
management" is the "result of the recognition of 'knowledge' as an intangible yet very
valuable corporate asset which needs systematic attention and careful managing in order to
get the maximum value from it" (de la Mothe and Foray 2001, 99).
But what is knowledge? Why are we talking about knowledge in the context of
managing documentation? Some authors have tried to identify different dimensions of
knowledge—explicit-tacit and individual-group-organizational.
Effective knowledge management happens at the organizational level when
humans create some forms of dynamics to convert and transfer knowledge
between the tacit and the explicit dimensions ... and also between the human,
group and organizational dimensions. (Tetard, sec. 1.2)
Zeleny defines knowledge as the "reflective andactive interpretation of data in a temporal
process" (Tetard, sec. 1.2). People can actwhen theyhavecertain knowledge. Additionally,
having someknowledge, peoplecan continue learning. In an organization that has
sophisticated knowledge management, people will have access to past experiences
documented by thecompany, taking out from those the information that is necessary and
useful for them, use their own knowledge and experiences, and continue learning, bringing
new knowledge to their organization.
Tetard argues that "knowledge gives the grounds for action: Knowing is doing and
doing is knowing. An individual will be qualified as knowledgeable if he/she can build and
interpret relationships of data, and put them into action (action is the ultimate test validating
knowledge: knowledge without action is just information)" (Tetard, sec. 1.2).
Organizations today process some information, solve problems, conduct research, etc.
Through all these processes, organizations create knowledge. Researchers talk about a
"repository of knowledge" that represents the capacityof the company. Learning in an
organization can be a way to fill this "repository of knowledge." According to Kolb, learning
is the process where knowledge is created through the transformation of experience (inBaets
1998, 56).
Learning takes place in a cycle of four steps: first an experience is made; in a
second stage observations and reflections on that experience are created;
thirdly, abstract concepts and generalizations are formed based on these
reflections; fourthly these ideas on the new situationget testedwhich in turn
gives new experiences. (Baets 1998, 56)
This learning loop is called theOADI-cycle—observe, assess, design, implement. Figure 1
helps visualize the described process.
Individual Learning
assess observe
design implement /^
Figure 1. Simple model of individual learning: the OADI-cycle (from Baets 1998,
57)
Based on the OADI-cycle, Kim proposes a second stage of individual learning. In that stage,
he links individual learning with individual mental models. Mental models are involved
because, as Kim suggests, "mental models in an individual's head are where a vast majority
of an organizational knowledge is imprinted" (in Baets 1998,58). Figure 2 shows a graphical
representation of this learning process.
Iiidividuul Learning
Individual
Menial Frameworks
Modtfls
Orgnuizationai
Doiible-I-oop
Learnin" "Uf
OrganizaUonal Sliaml Mental
Routines Models
observe
iRinlcment
&ivin>junenial
^ Respcmse
Environment
(Single-Loop Learning)
Individual Actic»i
Orpanijiitional Action
Figure 2. Integrated modelof organizational learning (fromBaets 1998, 60)
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As can be seen in the Figure 2, each individual action can be part of an organizational action,
which in turn causes an additional environmental response. This process is called
organizational single-loop learning. Organizational double-loop learning happens when
individual mental models "are brought into relation in order to form shared mental models
(shared on a corporate or group level), which in turn have an influence on the individual
mental models" (Baets 1998, 59). Double-loop learning is what promotes knowledge in
organizations.
Improved learning via knowledge creation and management, takes place, for a
major part, in the organizational double-loop learning.... Explicit shared
modes (the explicit organizational routines) will improve the learning ability
of an organization. (Baets 1998, 59)
In order for an organization to become a knowledge creating organization, more emphasis
should be put on learning and knowledge.
As we can see based on the discussion above, managing knowledge is not only
importantfrom the perspective of organizing data, but also from the perspective of
preserving knowledge within an organization. One of the ways to manage knowledge is
through document management in the organization. By properly managing and storing
documents, whichhold the organization's knowledge, the organization buildsa knowledge
repository. The next section tries to explorewhat document managementinvolves.
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Document Management
Document Management is the process of managing documents and other
means of information such as images from creation, review, storage to its
dissemination. It also involves the indexing, storage and retrieval of
documents in an organized method. (Document Management)
Document Management Systems can contain imaged documents, Word documents,
spreadsheet, forms, and other types of documents used in business. Some of them might have
a web application module or component. One of the pluses of a document management
system is that it provides fast access to information stored within an organization's
documents.
There are a number of document management systems and products in the
marketplace. Offerings range from products for an individual desktop computer to enterprise-
wide solutions of hardware and software that would involve large sums of money. The
challenge is to choose the software that fits the company's needs best. Not surprisingly,
companies often get confused by terminology when choosing among different systems. One
of these confusions is confusion between document management system (DMS) and content
management system (CMS). Robertson tries to explain the differences between DMS and
CMS, which are very different and serve complementary needs (Robertson 2005).
DMS is an older discipline designed to manage large numbers of documents in
organizations. DMS systems are focused on managing documents "in the traditional sense"
(like Word files). There are few links between documents. DMS focuses mostly on storage
and archiving of documents and stores and presents documents in their native format.
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CMS is a newer system designed to meet the "growing needs of the website and
intranet markets" (Robertson 2005). CMS manages small, interconnected units of
information (web pages). There is an extensive cross-linking between pages. CMS focuses on
page creation and editing.
Robertson argues that businesses need to choose an appropriate system to meet their
needs. Content management and document management are complementary and not
competing technologies, even thoughvendors are trying to market their products claiming to
encompass both systems.
While deciding if they should get a content management system or document
management system, the companies also need to decide what kind of software to buy, how
extensive a package, etc. Brooder describes different document management systems and
vendors that produce them (Bronder 2002). Based on his description, he recommends what
companies should choose.
The general useful advice that Bronder gives is to buy smaller packages and then
expand, if possible. Companies should buy only when there is a need.
If you're buying at a department level, consider whether you will need to
collaborate with other departments down the road. Think about your
organization's larger content agenda.... If there is no set companywide plan
for managingcontent, start to develop one. The ultimate goal is to avoid
unnecessary duplication. (Bronder 2002)
While organizations are trying to decide howthey shouldbest organize and store documents
when new technologies compete with each other, document management hasbeen evolving
overthe last several decades, starting from a simple system to manage a few documents. In
order to better understand document management issues in contemporary organizations, it is
useful to look at the history of document management, which is discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3. The Development of Document Management
and the Issues It Faces Today
History of Document Management
In exploring how document management systems evolved over the last century, or even in
the nineteenthcentury, Yates points out that even thoughseveral people tried to explore the
history of technology, nobody looked in depth at interactions between "communication or
information technologyand managerial needs" (Yates 1989,xvi). She argues that
developments in managerial methods, communication technologies, and communication
genres fed on one another in the evolution of the communication system.
Up until the late nineteenth century, manufacturing firms were mostly managed by ad
hocmethods, which required little formal internal communication. Onlymonetary
transactions and correspondence across distances were documented. Railroads, however,
were moreimportant in thedevelopment of formal communication. Theywere "important
earlyinnovators in managerial theory and practice, pioneering in the use of formal internal
communication forcontrol" (Yates 1989, 4). The demands of safety and efficiency prompted
railroad managers to articulate new principles ofmanagement. These principles expanded
formal communication.
In theirsearch first for safety, then for efficiency, railroad managers were
pioneers inmanagerial theory and practice. They anticipated the systematic
management philosophy in arguing for the need to systematize procedures
independent of the individuals involved and to use systematically gathered
operational information as the basis for evaluation and decision making at
higher levels. The major tools they established to achieve these goals were
regular internal flows of communication. (Yates 1989, 9)
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In the early and middle nineteenth century, methods for generating, copying, and storing
letters were primitive but adequate for that level of correspondence.
For outgoing correspondence, before letters were sent out, they were hand-copied or
press-copied. They were hand-copied onto the blank pages of a bound copy book, and these
chronological records were saved indefinitely.
Press copying was the first mechanical method of copying that gained widespread use
in American business. Later, a screw-powered letter press was used.
As the technology came into common use, a screw-powered letter press was
used in conjunction with a press book, a bound volume of blank, tissue paper
pages. A letter freshly written in a special copying ink was placed under a
dampened page while the rest of the pages were protected by oilcloths. The
book was then closed and the mechanical press screwed down tightly. The
pressure and moisture caused an impression of the letter to be retained on the
underside of the tissue sheet. (Yates 1989, 26)
These presses were used in the first half of the nineteenth century, but they only came into
general use in the second half of the century.
Even though press copying was more efficient, both hand copy books and press books
served the same purpose as centralized and chronological storage systems. Usually the
company kept one central set of books at the main office. The volumes and the letters within
the volumes were chronologically organized. Pressbookshad alphabetical indexeseither in
the front or back.
Forincoming correspondence, thepigeonhole was the primary storage device through
themiddle of thecentury. However, with theincrease in business and correspondence in the
mid-century period, pigeonhole desks were no longer satisfactory. The pigeonhole was
replaced with theWooton Patent Desks. Patented in 1874, they were cabinet desks with
locking, swing-out cases containing pigeonholes and drawers ofvarious sizes and shapes.
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But even Wooton Desks did not survive long. They were not expandable and could not
handle the materials of growing firms.
Flat filing emerged in the second half of the nineteenth century. Forms of flat files
ranged from bound volumes to rearrangeable cabinet flat files, "harbingers of the vertical
filing systems that were to revolutionize storage and retrieval of documents" (Yates 1989,
32). The box file or letter box was the most common flat filing device.
It consisted of a box, its cover opening like a book, with twenty-five or
twenty-six pages or pieces of manila paper, tabbed with the letters of the
alphabet and fastened into the box at one side, the papers being filed between
these sheets. (Yates 1989, 33)
Around 1868, cabinet flat files were introduced. These were wooden file sections or cabinets
with drawersof the same dimensions as letterboxes, but inserted horizontally rather than
shelved on edge. A different form of flat file introduced at about the same time was the arch
file. Thesedevices held correspondence in placeby piercing it with arched metal clamps.
Theycouldcomein box or in cabinet forms. The flat files were expandable and documents
were easier to retrieve, which was an improvement frompigeonhole desks.
The invention and introduction oftypewriters at the end of 19**^ century accelerated
the production of documents and growth in external and internal communication. The
typewriter opened up theway for new methods of duplicating and filing documents. Carbon
paper replaced the letterpress formaking file copies. Carbon paper, however, allowed
duplication only at the time ofcreation ofthe document. Press copies could bemade up to
twenty-four hours afterwards if copying ink had been used originally. In 1900, Abbe Rene
Graffm invented a first copying process that allowed unplanned copies ofany document. The
process used a large camera and light-sensitive paper to produce a "negative photographic
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image." "The technology was too slow and too expensive, however, to be used as extensively
as photocopiers. That changed dramatically in 1960 when Xerox revolutionized
photocopying technology with the plain paper copier" (Yates 1989, 56).
With increasing amounts of documentation, the new storage system was needed.
Vertical filing of papers was introduced in 1893. The folders allowed related papers to be
grouped together and easily removed from the files for use. The movable dividers and tabs
allowed the papers and folders to be arranged or rearranged as desired, allowingexpansion.
Vertical files drawers held eight to ten times more documents than box files or horizontal file
drawers.
This quick look at the history of the document management provides us with a
background on how thedocument management systems started and how theydeveloped. We
can also see that the need to manage documents camefrom the need to manage information.
I
New technology wasbringing moreinformation, andorganizations needed to manage all that
information, i.e., preserve their knowledge.
While in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries the biggest issue was insufficient
storage space, today,whenwe rely mostlyon technology for storingdocuments, the two
biggestissuesare the selection of the properdocument management software and
cooperation of workers in using that software. Let's look at both of these issues next.
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Issues
Difficulties in Selecting Document Management Software that Fits the Needs
A great variety of software currently offers various ways to manage documentation. In fact,
people often feel lost in search of the software that best suits their organization. While large
organizations buy expensive software and train their employees to use the systems, what
should smaller companies do? First, they don't have money to buy expensive software and
provide support; second, training people costs money too.
Organizations need to make sure that the software they choose actually helps their
people work. There is nothing worse than investing in a software package with intention to
help manage information, but workers find it confusing and hard to use. Feldman argues that
knowledge workers spend more time recreating existing information than producing new one
(Feldman 2004, vol. 13). She emphasizes that studies suggest that 90% of the time that
peoplespend in creating new products is spent in recreating information that already exists.
The range of currently available technologies provide organizations with the means to
gather information. However, these technologies can also be used to help exchange and
preserve information within an organization. If information can be shared, organizations have
themeans to improve theirbusiness, but this information also has to beused properly to be
useful. Organizations hope that, with thehelp of technologies, theywill be able to develop
successful document management systems.
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Workers' Lack of Desire to Learn New Systems
Following the above discussion, I should say that nothing, however, can be accomplished
without human initiative. Bhatt talks about business managers who think that computers and
technology are the means through which to create knowledge in organizations. Some
managers believe, though, that knowledge "resides in human minds and, therefore, employee
training and motivation are the key factors to knowledge management" (in Baets 1998, 62).
The organizations that promote the value of knowledge of their employees have a higher
likelihood of success.
How does one correctly promote the value of knowledge, though? How does one
make people motivated? The issue of employees' compliance with new systems has been
addressed repeatedly in the last few years when the issue of organizing files electronically
started coming up more often. To find information efficiently, workers need "easy access to
information through a single interface" (Feldman 2004). Feldman argues that workers should
be able to find all the information in a company with one search, which is not so easy to do.
Before implementing any document management system, it is important to
understand how staff look for documents. Introducing a system that would be difficult for
staff to use and that wouldfeel unnatural might slow down the system implementation, or
even cause it to fail. Staffs needs should be considered.
According to Laserfiche, a companyoffering documentmanagement solutions,
document management should
• Enable you to manage millions of records andretrieve the one you need in seconds
• Be a pleasure to use, whetheryou're the person who needs the files, the records
manager, or the MIS manager
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• Let you share documents with colleagues while protecting confidential information
• Allow you to e-mail or fax files with the click of a mouse
• Provide an easy way to share documents with other offices or take them on the road
• Conform to the way you work, rather than forcing you to change
Understanding that there are a number of distinct situations in which staff look for documents
sheds light on how to develop suitable software and design useful classifications schemes
(Robertson 2005).
There are four situations in which staff look for documents:
• known-item searching
• unknown-item searching
• own documents
• other people*s documents
In "known-item searching" situation, staff member is looking for a document that he/she has
seen before or knows exist. Document management systemmay help by letting the user enter
a document number or by making it possible to search a "recent" or "favorites" list.
In "unknown-item searching" situation, the exact details of the document are not
known. A search interface may help find this kind of document.
In "own documents" situation, a staff memberwouldbe looking for one of the
documents that he/she is working with. Staff member could use such features as "work
areas" or "recently accessed" lists to find the documents.
In "other people's documents" situation, a staff member has to find a document
written by other staff. A staffmember caneither look up thedocuments owned by another
staff member or conduct an advanced search.
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Staff members can use a variety of tools to find necessary documents. However, the
challenge is to "provide staff with a suitable mix of tools to ensure that documents can be
found, without overloadingwith unnecessary complexity within the system" (Robertson
2005). Research is necessary to identifyhow staff use existing systems in each of the
described situations.
Every organizationmeets challenges when introducing a documentmanagement
system (Robertson 2004). When introducingsuch a system, three areas should be addressed:
software, classification scheme, and message.
• Software. It should be easy for users to use, nomatter how complex thesystem is.
This includes givinga chance to staffmembers to usea method for saving records
that they are used to. If it is going to be a new system, it should not be muchdifferent
inuse from the old one that staff used previously. The document management system
should be also integrated with core business systems (e-mail, customer management
systems, etc.), so the system becomes invisible for users.
• Classification scheme. Users should be able to store records in the correct locations
and find them laterwhen necessary. The threegoals of classification scheme are
helping staffdetermine where to file records, assisting them to find (retrieve) records,
and meeting statutory requirements.
• Message. Staff should understand the reason for using the new software. Staff cannot
be forced to use it. Instead oftelling the staff about benefits for the company, tell
them how they personally would benefit from using the new system.
Wiggins, in her book Effective DocumentManagement: Unlocking Corporate Knowledge,
discusses successful management ofinformation. She says that amajor focus must be "the
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management of paperwork, its movement into, within and beyond the organization, and its
integration with other information media and information systems" (Wiggins 2000, 3).
According to Wiggins, the technologies associated with document management aim to
address these issues and the ongoing requirement to manage documents in digitized form.
Document management involves the integration of new and existing information
technologies. "It tackles the problem of paper as the principal carrier of business information,
provides means to integrate all information-carrying media, and maintains the natural
concept of a document, as broadly defined" (Wiggins 2000, 3).
Organizations should consider several things while trying to manage and store large
amounts of information permanently:
• If certain records are no longer required, their presence in a retrieval system may slow
the speed of access to the active records as well as require a larger system to handle
the totality of information.
• Hierarchical storage of information may not provide all the necessary mechanisms for
finding the information. "What is actually required is the ability to search and retrieve
using other criteria related to the records such as titles, dates, authors, drawing
numbers, version numbers, project numbers, subject keywords, and possibly full text
searching also" (Wiggins 2000, 81).
The ability to retrieve information is very important in electronic file storage systems. If a
paper-based system is poorly indexed, the searcher can at least physically look through the
documents. However, in an electronic document storage system, the records can be lost
forever if insufficient attention is given to indexing.
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The diversity of document management products and of the technologies on which
they are based not only provided users with a number of choices but also introduced
problems "associated with inter-operability between the different offerings" (Wiggins 2000,
136). Some of these problems are (1) access to documents across the organization, (2)
integration with desktop applications, and (3) inter-operability between repositories of
documents managed by different systems.
There are also other problems associated with introducing a document management
system. Sutton, in his book Document Managementfor the Enterprise: Principles,
Techniques, andApplications discusses some obstacles to document management that he
calls DIS-eases (Sutton 1996). They include problems from the personal level (lack of
discipline in work habits) to broader matters (tendency to downplay the importance of
document management to the organization, disapproval, disagreement").
Organizations with both paper and electronic systems need a way for users to migrate
smoothly from paper-based collections to fully digital collections. The first function that is
very important for the end user is the ability to conduct searches and find objects in both the
paper and the electronic worlds. When users search in the paper system, they need to be
referred to the electronic system and vice versa (Sutton 1996, 181).
An important aspect of a document management system is ease of use. The user
sitting at a keyboard wants a system that is simple. Users want a product that is consistent
across its subproducts and with the vendor's other products (Sutton 1996, 235).
Sutton recommends that before implementinga system, organizations must ask
several questions, such as, "Can we possibly handle the volume of documents that must be
managed through this system?" or "Does the systemmatch the organization's size in terms of
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documents received and created?" (Sutton 1996, 201). When trying to find out about the
vendor, buyers should try to "pinpoint" specific issues: How long has the system been in
your organization? What are the configuration details? How many people are using it? How
many different servers are in use? When was the last time you had to telephone technical
support? (Sutton 1996, 201)
There are other issues related to adopting a document management system. Some of
themare implementation of hardware, integration with othersystems, appropriate security
measures, etc. However, the issues discussed above are the most important issues to
remember while trying to implement a new document management system.
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Chapter 4. Existing Document Management Systems
After learning about the history of document management and after looking at the issues
surrounding document management's implementation, it is interesting to look at how some
organizations use document management systems and what today's document management
software has to offer. When conducting research on what software is available these days, I
came across a number of different programs. I selected four of the most often mentioned data
management programs and reviewed their characteristics. I was not able to find identical
information for each program to compare the characteristics in detail. Most of the
information about different programs (with exception of DocuShare) I found on the Internet
(mostly on the homepages of these programs), and I also relied on the feedback left on
various web sites by people who used or tried to use the programs. The information I will
present here about each application is in no way complete, and further detailed research of
each application is needed to fully understand its potential.While discussing each of the
applications, I will try to first show the positive qualities they offer and then mention
negative qualities at the end. After I discuss each of the four document management
programs, I will summarize and compare the main features these programs offer in the
Summary sections.
Xerox DocuShare
To learnmore about the waycompanies use document management systems, I visited the
companyNationwide and interviewed a specialistmanaging DocuShare document
management system, made by Xerox. Nationwide has been using DocuShare for almost'five
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years. The goal for introducing this software in this company was to let employees within the
company in Des Moines and possibly in the same company in other states share files. Since
>
the files are organized hierarchically in this program, it is relatively easy for everybody to
find the necessary files. However, the files put on this web-based system are only copies of
the files, i.e., the employees are told to upload only a copy and to store the original version
somewhere else. So, in the case of this company, this software does not actually serve the
purpose of data storage.
Nationwide uses only the basic package of DocuShare. Several modules can be
bought additionally if the organization is interested in using several of the Xerox programs
(for instance, image processing programs), which would help to make sure that everything
works smoothly and is compatible with each other. Nationwide decided not to use any of
these modules.
Once the organization buys the software, they are required to buy updates as well.
Otherwise, Xerox refuses to support the older version of the software. It ends up being a big
investment. The corripany invested almost $6,000 in the purchase of the software originally.
Every year, Nationwide also pays $8,000 for the standard software support (the so-called
"gold" support would cost $13,000). Additionally, it costs $70 to purchase each individual
user license. Not everybody in the company has a user license because of the high price.
Buying individual licenses for 5,000 peoplewould be very expensive. Instead, the company
paid $25,000 for unlimited guest access. The company is currently looking into getting an
unlimited user access, if it is possible. With guest access, everybody who knows where to
find files can view them and download. They canmake any changes they want in the files
that theydownload, and they can keep those files for the personal use. However^ theycannot
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upload any information. They can only do that if they contact the administrator, who will
then upload the file for them.
Currently, three employees at the company support the software. Two of them
provide user support and one provides technical support. It was not difficult to install the
software initially, and it is not a difficult program to support. During the years that they have
used DocuShare, they did not have any serious problems with the software. Overall, they
judged it quite reliable.
The biggest drawback of this program is that it is very expensive. The company is
currently looking at the other ways to share files hoping to find a less expensive alternative
that would satisfy company's needs. The one program they have in mind, though, does not
provide as nice a file organization as DocuShare does. There are other programs similar to
DocuShare, such asWindows SharePointServices. It might be worth exploring this program
to see how it compares with DocuShare.
Windows SharePoint Services (SliarePoint)
Windows SharePoint Services is a component of the Windows Server 2003 information
worker infrastructure. Using such resources as portals, team workspaces, e-mail, andWeb-
based conferencing, SharePointenablesusers to quicklyfind distributed information and to
connect to and work with other users. Windows SharePoint Services allows teams to share
information through theWeb sites or withina privateintranet.
SharePoint sites aremade up of ready-to-use Web Parts that aredesigned to be added
to pages and configured by siteadministrators andusers, creating complete page-based
applications. Through the web sites, users can share ideas, information, communication, and
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documents. "The sites facilitate team participation in discussions, shared document
collaboration, and surveys... The document collaboration features allow for easy check in,
check out, and document version control" (Windows SharePoint Services). Web sites can be
accessible from both a Web browser and through clients that support Web Services.
The content of the Web site can be easily searched. Users can also choose to receive
alerts telling them when existing information have been changed or when new information
have been added. The content of the web site can be personalized for each user. Web Parts
can be customized to show specific information to individual users. Site managers can also
customize the content and layout of sites so that users can access and work with relevant
information. Users' participation can also be monitored and moderated. They can be assigned
different permissions—administrator can have full control, some users can make changes,
and some can be allowed only to read files, etc.
Users can open files directly from the web site and make changes if they have
permission. They can also save files to their own computers as linked documents. Later,
when they open their own local copy, it will be refreshed with changes from the SharePoint
site. Also, when users make any changes to the file, those changes will be sent to SharePoint
when they close their copy.
Microsoft Office programs use SharePoint site content. All of a site's collaborative
content—documents, lists, events, task assignments, and membership rosters—can be read
and edited within Microsoft Office. SharePoint stores content in a SQL Server database. This
gives SharePoint advantages in performance, indexing, and security.
However, one of the complaints on SharePoint is that it requires substantive
knowledge in JavaScript, CSS, HTML, XML, and ASP.
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Good SharePoint programming practices require expert level capability in
each of these areas, as SharePoint is very unforgiving, relative to undoing
programming changes. Just getting SharePoint properly configured and
working can be a challenge, as the product lacks documentation depth relative
to its complexity. (Drips 2005)
Additionally, SharePoint lacks support. To get help, users have to call a "pay-as-you-go help
desk" (Drips 2005). Some material is available on the Microsoft SharePoint web site;
however, it is not very helpful for day-to-day questions about development, administration,
or installation.
Another problem with SharePoint is that users of Mac and Linux operating platforms
may have trouble using the sites since SharePoint is closely integrated with Microsoft Office.
Users of non-Microsoft browsers also may have problems using the sites.
Adobe Version Cue CS2 File l\/lanager ^
Adobe Version Cue CS2 is a file manager that is part of Adobe Creative Suite 2. It stores file
versions as well as information about files. When a user installs Adobe Creative Suite, a
Version Cue Workspace is automatically installed on that computer. If that person works
independently, he/she is ready to work as an individual. If theuser is a part of a workgroup,
he/she can use VersionCueWorkspace Administration to manageIDs and privileges or to
back up projects.
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Figure 3. Version Cue Workspace Administration home page (Understanding Adobe
Version Cue) (screenshot courtesy Adobe)
If that person works in a group, everybody who is "networkedto that individual's computer
and has Adobe Creative Suite; the CS2 versions of Photoshop, Dlustrator, InDesign, or
GoLive or Acrobat 7.0 Professional; or any application that supports the standardWeb
DistributedAuthoring and Versioning(WebDAV) protocolcan access the files"
(Understanding AdobeVersionCue). There is no need to have a separate server to exchange
the files. However, in a user-based configuration, team members canaccess the files only
when thecomputer where the projectis stored is turned on. If the workgroup needs to access
files at any time, a server-based configuration is necessary. In that case,VersionCue can be
configured to run from a server, or even from a computer beingusedas a server. When the
project is completed, it can be exported and stored on external hard drives or servers.
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INDIVIDUAL USER-BASED CONFIGURATION SERVER-BASED CONFIGURATION
Individuals Workgroups Workgroups
Figure 4. Version Cue can be set up to operate in an individual, user-based, or server-
based networked environment (Understanding Adobe Version Cue) (screenshot
courtesy Adobe)
"Version Cue lets designers track files from within the familiar Adobe design environment,
managing and preserving iterations of files for individuals as well as for workgroups"
(Understanding Adobe Version Cue). Users can find the right files with the help of thumbnail
previews or by searching for files by author or keywords. It is possible to see which files are
currently open and when files are completed.
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Figure 5. Users can browse thumbnails previews of project files and see information
about each file (Understanding Adobe Version Cue) (screenshot courtesy Adobe)
When working on a file, users should enter comments about the changes they make and the
reason for making changes. Version Cue lets users search the text of those comments to find
the files. Users can find files more quickly and use files more efficiently. They can
automatically capture, store, and search on metadata information directly from Adobe
Bridge. Metadata significantly simplify the process of searching for documents. Some
examples of metadata are the author of the file, dates and times when the file was created,
comments, keywords, etc. Adobe Bridge allows users to add and edit metadata without
opening the file, as well as addmetadata to multiplefiles by using scripts.
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Figure 6. Designers can find Hies quickly by searches based on file metadata
(Understanding Adobe Version Cue) (screenshot courtesy Adobe)
Adobe Bridge serves as a connection to each of the applicationswithin Adobe Creative Suite.
Designerscan previewand browse through any kind of file and can synchronizesettings
across all Adobe Creative Suite. Bridge serves as a "dashboard to important information on
files." Adobe Bridge provides centralized access to the suite projectfiles, applications, and
settings.
Version Cue saves all versions of the document, and users are able to see all these
versions. No file can be overwritten; therefore, nobody's workcan be lost. Administrators
can even promote an older version of the file to become a current version if the latest version
is not satisfactory.
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Figure 7. File versions are easily accessible (Understanding Adobe Version Cue)
(screenshot courtesy Adobe)
Using Version Cue andBridge, users can see if somebody is currently working on the file,
who is editing it, and if it is themostrecent version of the file. They also can see information
about the content of the file, as well as all the versions of the file the ever existed. This
feature addresses real concerns about file security. With VersionCue, user can see whatwas
changed and when and can come back to the previous version if not satisfiedwith the latest
one.
Version Cue requires no additional costs for organizations since it is included with
Adobe Creative Suite. Its functionality is built into Photoshop CS2, Illustrator CS2, InDesign
CS2,GoLive CS2, andAdobe Acrobat 7.0Professional. Therefore, there are no additional
applications to support or maintain.
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The only drawback of this software is that it appears to be more of a local program,
where files can be shared through the local network. Users are not able to exchange files
freely over the Internet. If somebody outside of organization would want to participate in
document review, they would need to get a separate copy and work on a file outside of the
network.
doQuments
doQuments is a Windows-based document management application.Enterprise edition of
this program also offers web browser based client. doQuments makes it easy to create a
centralized, searchable database of the documents.
Users can scan paper documents using a scanner or use electronic documents to
quickly build a database. Scanned documents can be saved as PDF, TIFF, or JPEG files.
"User can store any amount of additional indexing information with each document and then
use the information to quicklyfind or groupdocuments basedon anycriteria" (doQuments).
doQuments allows to storeadditional information with eachdocument. This program
has powerful sorting and filtering features. Using these features, users canquickly group,
classify, andlocate documents based on the data entered. Forexample, a usercanquickly
locateail the documents which werecreated beforea specific date.
There is no information available saying if this software allows to see all version of
the documents-or if previous versions get overwritten. doQuments letscontrol access on user
to user basis. Access can be controlledat the system, database, field, and document levels.
This program offers most of theoptions offered bymany other document
management programs. doQuments is available in three editions—standard, professional, and
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enterprise. Each edition is designed for a different level of document management
requirements. As mentioned above, enterprise edition offers Web Client in addition to
Desktop Client. Web Client makes each document URL-addressable, meaning that each
document has its own unique URL. Users can use web browser to access files over the
Intranet or even Internet. However, the negative side is that Web Client does not currently
have all the features of the Desktop Client. Therefore, users should install the Desktop Client
on at least one machine on the network.
Enterprise edition is much more expensive than other editions, but it offers some very
useful features. The Check In/Check Out feature lets user block other users on the network
from trying to edit a document that is currently being edited. Users will still be able to view
the document, but they will not be able to edit it if the document is "Checked Out."
Enterprise edition also offers feature that allows user to have multiple versions of the
document. After user is done workingwith a document, doQuments retains a copy of the
older version and adds the modified document as a new version. "You can have an unlimited
number of versions for each document or set an upper limit for the number of versions. You
can also set a different upper limit for each document." (doQuments)
The document encryption feature in Enterprise edition allows users to store
documents in an encrypted form. Encrypted documents can onlybe accessed using
doQuments. "Variouspopularand powerful encryption methods such as AES, TripleDES
andBlowfish are supportedwith key lengths ranging from 128bits to 256 bits"
(doQuments). The three features described above can be enabled or disabled for each
database.
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It looks like this program offers many nice features. Most of these best features are
available only in the Enterprise edition, the most expensive one. As in many other programs,
the cost might be an issue for some organizations. One license can vary in price from $99 to
$249, depending on the edition.
Summary
Existing software offers various features that help manage documentation. In the table below,
I tried to summarize the main characteristics that the programs discussed above share.
Table 1. Comparison of document management systems characteristics
Document
Management
System
Interface Ease of Use
Sharing
Information
Support Cost
Xerox
DocuShare
Web based Easy Internet Annually-
paid
customer
support
Expensive
Windows
StiarePoint
Services
Web based
(ready-to-use
Web parts)
Very
difficult—
requires
programming
knowledge
Internet/
Private
Intranet
No customer
support; only
pay-as-you-
go help desk.
Expensive
Adobe
Version Cue
CS2File
Manager
Workspace Intuitive Local
network
Adobe Help
available as
part of the
program
No additional
cost—
included in
Adobe
Creative
Suite
doQuments Windows-
based (web-
based client
available with
Enterprise
edition)
Easy Internet/
Intranet
Online Help
(did not load
properly in
Safari
browser)
Expensive
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As we can see, most of existing software offers managing documentation through the
web-based interfaces. The main option all these programs offer, and that I did not include in
the table, is ability to search for documents with ease. With the help of metadata that are
included with each document, users are able to find documents searching by various values—
author, date, key words, title, comments, etc.
As we can see from the example of Nationwide, even large companies are not always
willing to pay for expensive and complex document management systems. Complex
document management systems end up being a long-term investment, tying in companies in
buying updates, paying for additional authorized users, etc.
While some software is very expensive and is geared towards large businesses, there
are programs that allow smaller businesses to implement document management systems too.
One such program might be Adobe Version Cue. This program is already included in Adobe
Creative Suite 2 that many organizations use. There is no need for additional funds for
purchasing this program, and this program is not very difficult to learn to use. This program
might be the best choice currently available for an organization such as the Center for
Transportation Research and Education.
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Chapter 5. Document Storage Issues at CTRE
The Center for Transportation Research and Education (CTRE), where I have been working
for the last two years, is not unique in its desire to find an appropriate document management
system. CTRE is not a large organization and is relatively young, and the problemof storing
andmanaging files did not arise until recently. In the last coupleof years, the organization
grewandgot involved in a much largernumber of projects, so thequestions aboutproper
ways to manage files started coming up in this organization as in a number of other
companies.
Recent conversations with the Communications Managerat CTRE broughtme to this
research. The main concern mentioned duringmy discussion with the Communications
Managerwas findingways to digitallystoredata so it can be easily accessed in the future.
Currently, the organization is using simple ways to organize and store files—placing them on
servers and organizing them by themes or by names.
CTRE stores documentation on six servers—three Novell servers and three Windows
2003 servers. The Novell servers are going to be updated toWindows 2003 soon. Below is
the list of CTRE servers and the purposes they serve:
1. CTRE backup server
2. Server storing volumes that allow various groups ofemployees to store and
retrieve information (e.g., N-drive for Publications group, P-drive foremployees'
personal storagespace, S-drive foremployees' shared space)
3. Geographic Information Systems (CIS) group server, storing GIS group files
4. Web server, storing information for several websites
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5. Bridge server, storing bridge group files
6. Asset server, storing DOT road info collected overtheyears forGIS purposes
Files on these servers are organized in several drives, which are assigned letters. Employees
refer to these drives by letters, such as S-drive, N-drive,G-drive. Figure 8 below shows the
drives that I see onmy computer screen. However, CTRE employees will have different
drives displayed on their screens depending onwhich group atCTRE they belong to.
Network Drives
^Sys on 'Ctre' (I:) Network Drive 9.92 GB 5.BO GB
^Apps on 'Ctre\Ctre' (M:) Network Drive 20.0 GB 15.2 GB
^Pubs on 'Ctre\Pubs' (N:) Network Drive 200 GB 153 GB
S^OoDsomer on 'Ctre\Users\Users' (P:) Network Drive 45,0 GB 28,3 GB
^Shared on 'Ctre\Share' (S:) Network Drive 300 GB 119 GB
^Database on 'Ctre\Ctre' (X:) Network Drive 20.0 GB 15.2 GB
^Public on 'Ctre\Sys' (Y:) Network Drive 9.92 GB 5.80 GB
Ssys on 'Ctre' (Z:) Network Drive 9.92 GB 5.80 GB
Figure 8. Screenshot of the drives displayed on computer screen
Employees store their documents on several drives, depending on which projects they are
working on. Ifemployees choose tostore the files on the drive of the group they belong to,
only people inthat group can access those files. If employees want everybody tobeable to
access the files, they store them onS-drive. Since S-drive is the only shared space, CTRE
employees can access thedocuments only if these documents are stored onS-drive. The files
that are stored on group drives need to be moved to the shared drive orsent by email for
other people to see them.
The current way oforganizing and storing files is not agood way to manage
documents, especially in along-term. People do not have an opportunity to search for files as
they would have with a document management system that would allow them to search for
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files based on the metadata entered for every document. While CTRE is still a relatively
small center, the ability to search for files is not critical yet. However, as organization grows,
finding necessary files in a short period of time will be crucial. The current system of
exchanging files also could be improved with the document management system.
Researchers mostly exchange documents through email or on CDs. They send files to each
other or put updated versions on a server in a folder if their collaborators are inside CTRE. It
was working fine so far and it is still working fine for most projects. However, I already
started noticing problems when we have a report written by several researchers located at
different places and they all try to send their own opinions and changes to the editor. If the
document was stored in one place that was accessible to every researcher, each of them could
update the document instead of sending several updated versions to the editor. Sometimes we
also have a problem when we are trying to send documents to the researchers. Since
researchers outside of CTRE don't have an access to S-drive, the best existing option would
be to send the file by email. However, most of the time files are too large to be sent by email,
and we end up sending them on CD. This causes a delay since the document would get to
researchers only the next day or even later, and sometimes this delay can be a problem.
Having the document management system that would allow sharing files easily would help
solve these kinds of problems.
Returning to the previous discussion of knowledge management and how
organizations preserve knowledge by proper document management, I should say that
managing knowledge is the primary concern for CTRE. This is an IowaStateUniversity
center, and CTRE's researchers conduct invaluable research in transportation that is very
important for the future ofourroads, bridges, and for the safety of thetransportation network
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in general. Losing such valuable information would be a loss not only for this organization,
but for all of us using roads and transportation every day. Finding a proper way to manage
documents is very important now that the organization is growing and especially as many of
its sub-centers gain national recognition, which will bring more growth for CTRE in the
future.
Looking at the available document management systems, it is clear that most of them
are built for large corporations and require a significant investment, both initially and on an
on-going basis. As mentioned above, CTRE is not a large organization, and does not have
extra funds available to spend on purchasing and supporting sophisticated document
management software. It is difficult to say for now what should be the long-term solution for
CTRE. If the situation really becomes critical, the administration should look at the available
document management software and plan to invest money in it. For now, the program that
could be useful for CTRE is Adobe Version Cue. This program is installed on most of
CTRE's computers and could be installed on the rest of their computerswithoutmuch
difficulty. Mostly, this program could be usedto manage files internally, making comments
in the documents, editing reports, etc. With this program, researchers could easilyfind the
files theyneed. However, since the files are stored on a serverand can be'shared through the
local network, theAdobe Version Cue is more a localprogram. If researchers from outside
CTRE want to participate in document review, they would need to get a separate copy of the
relevant files and work on them outside of the network. Currently, only the completed
research is available on CTRE's web site for all researchers to view.
Another possible program for CTRE could beWindows SharePoint. This program
allows users to share information through the use ofWeb sites. However, this program was
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criticized by users for being difficult to implement and use. Therefore, this program is not the
right choice for CTRE, at least for now. Many other programs have some qualities that would
be useful for CTRE, but they are also often difficult to implement and are expensive.
As we can see, there is no perfect program that would satisfy all of CTRE's needs. I
am not sure there will be one in the near future, and hence, when CTRE's situation gets
sufficiently critical that they need to formally adopt a document management system, they
need to decide what their priorities are, what they can sacrifice, and choose the best available
program that accommodates their key needs.
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